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LUNA RISING
Water—and what conveys it— 
becomes sculpture, courtesy of 
Graff’s swoonworthy faucet. 

By Kristy Alpert

!e deceptively simple Luna faucet by Gra", 
which was featured at the 2013 Salone, 
invites users to plunge into a world of modern 
opulence beneath a stream of seamless pressure 
and sensual design. !is wall-mounted 
faucet is simple and sleek, and features a bow 
spout that gives the illusion of a suspended 
water stream #owing from midair.

“!e Luna faucet is a piece of art unto itself,” 
says Al DeGenova, vice president of global sales 
and marketing for Gra". “It is intended for the 
homeowner with a clear sense of how art and 
design enhance their living environment, and 
how that choice re#ects on the way they want 
their home to be perceived by others. Luna makes 
a very strongly articulated design statement 
in any contemporary space. !ere is no other 
faucet that compares to the dramatic e"ect of 
the Luna design—it really draws you in.” 

Luxuriously sculptural and #awlessly 
functional, the vessel spout on the bathroom 
sink unit stretches along a 3-foot curve (there 
are shower and kitchen versions as well) and 
is crafted from polished chrome and Steelnox. 
Even among the striking product lines that the 
Miromar showroom Richlin carries—Poliform, 
Lacava and Varenna are just a few of the notable 
names—the Luna commands attention.

“It’s the primary display piece in our 
showroom when you walk through the 
design center,” says Rich Corbett, president 
of Richlin International. “We came across 
the piece when Gra" debuted it in Miami. 
As soon as I saw it, it instantly struck me, 
and that’s why I took it. It’s the best display 
piece I could ever put out.” $3,711, Richlin 
International, Miromar Design Center, 10800 
Corkscrew Road, Estero, richlininteriors.net 
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